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Engler recom m ends 
extra $5 m illion in  
funding for GVSU
iter
C .___ by Gayle Stlraggh
^  Suff Wr
Michigan Governor John Engler has recommended a $5 million 
increase in sUte funding for Grand Valley State University for the 
1994-95 fiscal year. If the legislature adopts his recommendation, 
the state’s current 1993-94 appropriation of $29,292,754 to 
GVSU would increase to $34,292,754. State universities have had 
no increase in funding for two years.
This increase is part of an over 3.02 percent increase 
university appropriations, with more funds distributed to five state 
universities, including Grand Valley, which receives the least 
amount of state aid per student
The new revenue would be used to fund faculty positions with 
the remainder going to help operate the new science complex.
“This is tremendous news for current and future Grand Valley 
students,” said GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers. “The quality 
of higher education depends, to a large extent, upon the ratio of 
faculty to students. This increase will enable us to preserve a very 
favorable ratio for students who choose to attend GVSU.”
Student Senate President Len VanPqperirig said the student 
response to this news has been enthusiastic support.
“This is, of course, just a proposal and the student senate will 
actively encourage the legislators to adopt thegovemor’sproposal,” 
VanPopering said. “What’s going to be required for this is going 
to be mass action on the part of the student body. The student 
senate is not going to be able to influence the legislature alone.
“My experience with Governor Engler in regards to education 
and Grand Valley in particular has been a positive one. We look 
first of all at the capital outlay authorization for the science 
complex. The Grand Valley project was given a priority status and 
that was in large measure due to the governor’s recommendation 
and now he has come through for us again in proposing the nearly 
$5 million increase for Grand Valley.”
“IT’S NOT EASY TO SAY GOODBYE”
LAKER A L U M N I CHRIS BARBEE LEAVES GRAND VALLEY FOR WASHINGTON D.C.
br Mlfct Arney ^
Suff Writer —j
Right place, right time. That seems to describe the career of 
former Grand Valley sports commentator Chris Barbee, who has 
departed after 10 years as a GVSU student and employee to 
become press secretary for US Representative Vem Ehlers.
Barbee, who graduated in .1988 with a Bachelors Degree in 
Broadcasting, anchored GVSports on WGVU 35 and broadcasted 
Laker football and basketball games on WGVU FM and AM for 
six years.
“They were looking to do a 
coaches show in 1988,”saidBaibee.
"They asked me if I was interested 
and I said ‘yeah’ with a big o f  
smile.”
GV Sports, Barbee admits, was 
a bit of an experiment.
“I had never had any TV 
experience or anything, so I just 
kind dTfeamed as I went along. I 
think the program has improved 
each year. I'm  really proud of the 
show and hope it continues to go on 
as I had envisioned.”
He also is quick to credit his 
student assistants for the success of 
the show, saying that without their 
help, the show wouldn’t be where 
it’s at today.
He has impacted the lives of 
almost everybody he’s been in 
contKt with during his run at Grand 
Valley, from students to 
administrators.
“I’m really thrilled for Chris 
because he worked so hard to get 
where he is today,” said Don 
Thomas, Grand Valley’s sports 
information director. “I have no 
doubts he’ll do fine. He's very well 
liked and I don't think he's got an enemy in the world.”
“This is a proper next step, but I don’t think it'll be his last,” 
said Alumni Relations Director Kent Fisher. “My highest regard 
comes in that he has served as a representative of Grand V alley in 
a very powerful medium. And he has done it perfectly.”
But even with the accolades, Barbee is just as well known, 
maybe even better known, for his miacues as be is for his success.
“I have been ridiculed for leaving equipment behind,” said
Barbee.
In 1992, Barbee made the six hour trip to Ashland, Ohio to 
broadcast a football game“withoutone stitch of radio equipment,” 
said Fisher.
Barbee and Nelson also got lost in Indianapolis before a 
football game in 1992. They made it just five minutes before 
kickoff and somehow managed to get on the air on time. “But we 
knew,” said Fisher.
On a more positive note are Barbee's memories of his partners 
Dick Nelson and Pat Baker.
“Working with Dick Nelson 
(football) has been a joy. Dick is a 
great person; he really helped guide 
me in terms of getting me involved 
with the broadcast,” said Barbee.
He started out reading halftime 
scores during high school games. 
Barbee moved into college football 
when former Laker Mark Dewey left 
to play professional baseball.
Barbee says that the opportunity 
with Ehlers was a “once in a lifetime 
situation.”
“I got a phone call one day to 
contact the Ehlers office and it went 
from there,” Barbee said about his 
involvement in politics. “I felt very 
comfortable, and I think they felt 
comfortable with me.”
But what will the future hold for 
Chris Barbee?
“A main job task will be keeping 
the media informed of what Vem is 
about, whathe's doing, so I'll 
be in contact with the Grand Rapids 
media,” explained Barbee.
Barbee says that while he doesn' t 
have any political aspirations as of 
yet, things may change. “I don't 
know. After I move to Washington I 
may see a whole different side to me
that I never knew existed.”
The mass amounts of calls and cards that Barbee received in 
the past few weeks proved that he was well liked.
“You don’t just walk out the door after a ten year association 
with something and not have some kind of emotion,” Barbee said. 
“Like I said. Grand Valley’s been like a second family to me. This 
has been my only professional job and it’s not easy to say 
goodbye.”
f -------'— a------------------- ------— ------------------ --------
Dance policy revised
f  br Jaaet Means
—  Staff Writer
The student organization dance policy at Grand Valley 
State University has been revised to clarify procedures and 
to ensure safety at the events, according to Bob Stoll, 
director of student life.
The revised policy took affect at die beginning of the ‘94 
winter semester.
One of the changes in the policy is the entrance 
requirements. In the past, guests had to be at least 18 yean 
old or possess a valid GVSU ID.
Under the revised policy the dances are not open to the 
general public. Participants must either have a current 
validatedGVSU student identification card or be a registered 
guest of a GVSU student or the sponsoring organization. 
Guests must be at least 18 yean old, have a picture ID aqd 
fill out a guest registration form.
The revised policy also lists specific responsibilities for 
the sponsoring organization and its advisor, the Kirkhof 
Center student operations manager and building managers, 
and the campus police.
The decision to revise the dance policy came after a 
series of fights broke outat the annual “Pajama Jammie Jam” 
dance last Oct. 29 in the Promenade Room of the Kirkhof 
Center.
“The situation forced revision,” Stoll said.
The revision process was a team effort, according to 
Stoll. Members of organizations that already had events 
scheduled as well as members of registered campus 
organizations were invited to a series of meetings to help 
formulate the policy revision.
“Greek and non-Greek groups all came together," Stoll 
said. "It was an example of good student leadership."
:  ■  -  -  - .............................................................
Emergency Closing Procedures
Winter has arrived and severe weather is likely to follow. 
The Grand Valley Stale University emergency policy is as 
follows:
Grand Valley State University will close all or part of its 
operations only in case of extreme emergency caused by 
impassable roads, violent weather, energy loss, or other 
conditions seriously endangeringthe health and safety of students, 
faculty, and staff. Normally the Ebcrhard Center will close only 
when the Allendale campus is closed.For a detailed update on 
campus conditions and area roads, tune to the Grand Valley 
radio stations, WGVU-FM 88.5 aqd WGVU-AM 1480.
Students, faculty, and staff shquld asuroe the iiqfyfaiify is 
open unless they hear otherwise on tha radio or lelavjaion.
s ■ L  '
Mary Seeger, dean o f 
Academic Resources 
and chair o f the 
Women's Climate 
Study planning 
committee, hsays that 
women are 
underrepresented on 
campus.
Women’s Climate
r  hyCarwdLoftts____
nears
k jf O n d L tW i.  
Staff Writer ''• /■ Si •
In the summer of 1991 •  small 
group of Grand V alley State University 
faculty proposed the idea of a Women's 
Climate Study.Littledid those pioneers 
realize at the time that this would turn 
out to be the largest women’s climate 
study in the history of any of our 
nation's universities, according to Dr. 
Mary Seeger, chair of the Campus 
Climate planning Committee.
Said Seeger, Dean of Academic 
Reasources, “you don’t have to be a 
rocket scientist to figure out that a 
problem exists. If there are no senior 
woman partners in your major 
departments and all the women in your 
departm ents are assistants and 
associates, what kind of message does 
this give the female students?”
The study will provide data 
decribing the college atmosphere for
women, the attitudes and perceptions 
toward women, and the progress being 
made in the area of partnership and 
equality for woman.
Seeger said that the study, which 
began in March 1993, would not have 
been possible without the positive 
support and partnership o f  the 
President Arend D. Lubbers.
“We are very fortunate to have a 
president thatsupports us," said Seeger.
The study is being lead by Dr. 
Ursula Delworth of the University of 
Iowa and is now in its final stages. Dr. 
Delworth is known for her expertise 
on campus “ecosystems.” She agreed 
to review all o f GVSU’s policies and 
procedures as well as to produce an 
extensive questionnaire that was 
distributed to all GVSU faculty, staff, 
and 16% of the GVSU’s male and 
female students two years ago.
“The Climate Study is in its final 
stages and should be ready for
publication any day,” said Seeger. “I 
havelooked at whathas been completed 
and I can tell you this, the results are 
very interesting and do not surprise 
me.”
Women are underrepresented in a 
place where we are influencing future 
generations, Seeger said.
“Universities should lead and not 
lag,” said Seeger.,
According to a report from The 
New Agenda o f Women for Higher 
Education and the American Council 
on Education, women are calling for 
institutions to fully recognize and 
support their worth. It states no w is the 
time for Colleges and Universities to 
become responsive to Values, Ideas, 
beliefs, talents, hopes, dreams, and 
visions of women.
“The results will benefit the 
campus atmosphere for everyone,” said 
Seeger
Nursing program chosen for Kellogg Foundation grant
for all your photo supplies
LOW prices &
CONVENIENT
locations
1533 Wealthy 
51 Monroe Mall 
3150 Plainfield 
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville 
2035 28th S t SE (Grand Central Plaza)
C . by Hetdl Culltkson ^
^ -------- Staff WriUer "J
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
awarded Grand Valley’s School of; 
Nursing a $368,429 grant to fund a ; 
nurse practitioner program.
The purpose of the program is to, 
improve primary health care access t 
for women. Nurses who are currently r 
eligible for their master of science ini 
nursing (M.S.N.) degree may apply to 
the program.
“We feel that nurse practitioners 
can provide a very vital service and 
help increase the accessibility of health 
care, particularly in therural and inner- 
city areas,” said Patricia Underwood, 
director of the program and Associate 
Professor of Nursing.
Thenursepractitionerprogram will 
train nurses to offer primary care 
services to women. These procedures 
include physicals, cancer screening, 
and medical advisory during 
pregnancy.
“In Michigan, we have a very high 
infant mortality rate which is tied to 
many women not getting prenatal and 
early care,” Underwood said.
The new program is designed for 
nurses who currently are working and 
want to continue their jobs. All of the 
classes dealing with the direct care of 
clients are concentrated into one
PatriciaUnderwood, professor o f Nursing, is also the director ^ho<0 ^  ^
o f the nurse practitioner program which recieved the Kellogg grant.
academic year.
Upon completion of two semesters, 
nurses will be able to obtain 
certification as nurse practitioners 
before going on to finish the master's 
program. Students will study on 
campus the first three weeks of each 
semester and return to their home 
agencies for the remaining time.
“It gets what they ’ve learned back 
into the community at the earliest
m  ,  _ «  i
N P P n P n i
New hours open Monday through Friday, 8am-4:30 pm
Please phone 241 -6335 for more information 
about life saving plasma donations *
Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Comer of Burton)
New Plasma Donors will need 
legal picture ID and social 
security card if address on ID is 
not current. Please bring 
evidence of current residence.
Donors are reimbursed $15 
for each 1 hour automated 
plasma collection.
HELP SAVE LIVES!
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum 
of two donations per week.
possible moment,” said Underwood.
Specifically, the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation grant will fund courses, 
the addition of a new faculty member 
to the School o f Nursing, and the 
activities of the director.
The program is scheduled to begin 
in May, 1994.
For further information about the 
nurse practitioner program, call the 
School of Nursing at 895-3558.
. Correction
In the January 12,1994 issue of the Lanthom, Janice Brown was not given 
credit as the author of " The Little Boy Who Never Lied."
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STUDENT SENATE NEWS
by Alsu P. Babb*  " V
Staff W r i t e r -------- »
Student's death mo
Newt of Michigan Governor John Engler’a announcement that he 
plans to give Grand Valley Sute University an additional $5 million in 
state funds far the next fiscal year highlighted the Student Senate 
meeting Thursday.
Student Senate President Len VanPopering shared the good news 
with the Senate, in its first meeting o f the school year but warned that 
the battle is not over yet
“Our chances are strong,” said VanPopering, “but there are some 
schools that are not happy with the decision. They will probably lobby 
to get more funds. There is no doubt we need it the most though.”
The increase in allocations is pending state legislature approval. 
VanPopering encouraged senators, as well as GVSU students, to 
contact their home district representatives in support of the increase in 
funds.
VanPopering said Ronald VanSteeland, vice-president for finance 
and administration, will visit the Senate Thursday to show the color 
plans for the new recreation center. VanPopering also announced that 
there will be an open forum on the possible changes in the English 
graduation requirementsonFeb.2 from 2-4p.m. in the Kleiner Commons.
The Senate meets every Thursday at 4:30 pjn. in the Portside room 
o f the Kirkhof Center. It is open to the public.
! P o l  i c e  
1 3  C  e l t
by D J . Mitchell
Staff Writer
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Week Ending 1/9/34 
0
Total
0
Robbery 0 0
Assault 0 0
Larceny 1 1
Warrant Arrest 0 0
Attempting to Elude a Police Officer 0 0
Malicious Destruction of Property 0 0
Traffic Accidents 0 0
Drug-Related Offenses 0 0
OUIL/DWI 0 0
Minor in Possession 0 0
Transporting Open Intoxicants 1 1
Hit and Run 0 0
Driving While License Suspended 0 0
Restricted License 0 0
Harass ing/Obscene Phone Calls 0 0
Campus Trespass 1 1
Suspicious Incidents 0 0
Speeding/Other Traffic Offenses 3 3
Juvenile Offenses 1 1
Attempted Suicide 1 1
Medical Emergencies 1 1
Total Offenses/Situations Handled 9 9
by K ateiM  Beatty - - — -r}
News Editor J
One ofGiandVaDey'sown, Junior 
Terrie Jo Strach, 20, passed away at 
her home inHudaooville last December 
30 after a  four-year fight with a 
debilitating brain tumor.
T errie’s parents and sister 
described her as friendly, intelligent, 
and of a kind heart They said that her 
fight was a brave one. Said her mother 
Sara Wilde, "She never let her tumor 
hold her down. Tenie always smiled."
In school and with family, Terrie 
kept active in sports and even made All 
Star P itcher w hile attending 
Hudsorrville High, where she graduated 
in 1991. She also enjoyed travel and 
long summers at the beach. Her biggest 
wish was to teach kindergarten. Years 
ago, she started collecting things to 
decorate her very first classroom.
Because she had been diagnosed 
with the tumor in her junior year, Terrie
Terrie Strach
learned early on how to overcome 
arduous obstacles and continued, 
without fear of death, to live h a  days 
without regret, always with a thought 
for others, her mother said.
Said S tella W eber, an
administrative aide with GVSU’s 
Educational support program, “I will 
miss T o n e 's  friendly smile and 
cheerfulness. She was always so 
grateful for anything (that)we could 
do for her.”
Her father Pat said that they will 
miss her especially on Saturdays, when 
she used to have her radio cranked up 
or talked on the phone for hours. But 
they will always have the memory of 
their last Christmas together, holding 
Terrie. A Christmas her mother 
describes as one of laughter, tears, and 
prayer. Although, Terrie was unaware 
of much that was going on, they knew 
that Terrie knew she was Home fofthe 
holidays.
Memories of Terrie take tangible 
form in her graduation photo on the 
wall or the Blue Spruce planted just 
before Christmas by her friends from 
her brain tumor support group.
Her mother added that she would 
love to talk with any of the people who 
knew Terrie at GVSU.
The Week Ahead
Thursday, January 20
4:30p.m. Student Senate meeting, Kirkhof Center 
Monday, January 24
10a.m. and 1a.m. Humor workshop, Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center 
Wednesday, January  24
12 noon Women’s literature presentation, Room 114 of Au Sable Hall
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207 MANITOU HALL
895-2130
Zenith Rep here every other Friday starting 1-14-94 from 10am - 2pm, Apple Rep every Wednesday from 1 2 - 3
Government for private 
profit at public's expense
a
v .
bjr Ju m CIw
Staff Writer 17
A recent study done by the Berkeley Round Table found that 
nearly every sector of our economy, believe it or not, is subsidized by the 
government
Despite the media’s love for Reagan, his ‘‘laissez-faire'' benefits 
are wearing thin. Even Time noticed that somehow in 1992, real wages 
declined as profits went up. Large corporations know that the most efficient 
way to reduce costs hurts the lives of the people they work for. In today’s 
society, labor does not matter. Labor merely stands in the way of progress 
and growth as they demand more money for a cushy living style. Apparently, 
the cushy living style of their masters holds no importance at all. Human 
beings are.no w merely means to an end: profit Concerns for the people that 
get polluted by the corporations are now socialist Government making any 
laws that interfere with business are socialist. In other words, government 
no longer remains responsible to the people. The people are insignificant 
tools to be shaped for production. Governing belongs to those who have 
economic power.
The control of business over our federal government produces an 
interesting paradox. Any attempt to improve its constituents’ lives cannot 
be tolerated; such an act socializes property. Meanwhile, subsidies to 
business are necessary to promote capitalism and “insure a level playing 
field.” To remain competitive, business relies directly on subsidies from the 
government. When funds become scarce, efficiency is achieved either 
through damaging the workers ’ wages or warning against “big government’ 
(a state that is responsive to its peoples needs). At the same, market forces 
are not enough for businesses in a global economy. The military must be 
used as well to insure a supply of cheap labor.
Take the “mission of mercy gone awry” in Somalia. The media 
won’t inform you of the business interests there. Aside from the oil 
transferred to U.S. companies before the invasion, Somalia’s agribusiness 
was conquered. What food was available was devalued by the “aid’’coming 
in. As farmers went bankrupt, who was left to turn to but benevolent U.S. 
corporations who would willingly accept them as sharecroppers? To secure 
a healthy political climate, Aidid was a necessary enemy. The World Bank 
and International Monetary Fund cannot control a country politically. By 
hunting a”wark>rd" who was unresponsive to our demands, the U.S. sent a 
nice little message to whoever eventually controls Somalia that they had 
better be responsive to U.S. interests. The people of your country do not 
matter; you obey us.
The situation deteriorates as one looks at the North American 
“Free Trade” Agreement The free trade comes in with the groups of cheap 
labor available to make the products, but not the producers. The intellectual 
right to property, sort of an international patent, is now the tool used to 
monopolize the market Business’ideas cannot be stolen by foreign countries, 
but the foreign countries’ labor can be exploited by business. Free trade of 
labor, business protectionism.
These policies aren’t too surprising. Ever after World War II, 
corporations have been the government's favorite tool for spurring economic 
growth. Research and Development funds have been sent through the 
military-industrial complex to colleges, small businesses, and contractors 
on every level of development Using the graduated income tax as a facade 
of progress, the government created tax credits and breaks for whatever 
business was currently in need of a boost.
Bizarrely, right-wing ‘populists’ have been campaigning in this 
country against the dangers o f big government. Taking time to look at their 
‘positive’ proposals (stricter laws, larger military, higher medical costs, 
etc.) reveals how little government would shrink. Furthermore, they 
emphasize the importance of the ‘liberty’ of having social policies set by 
international trade boards not responsive to the people. What matters is not 
whether the citizens control the country's government, but that people pay 
less forproducts. Government only exists, then, to insure favorable economic 
policies to the corporate elite who can raze smaller competition without a 
thought. The right-wing populists say they are committed to getting rid of 
government control of the people (especially those who control the nation's 
wealth). Yet when control of the people is shifted from an open forum to 
private business conferences, the idea of American democracy ceases to 
exist.
Help needed in anti-drug campaign
1 am writing to you in regards to a 
special project that I started several 
years ago and never really completed. 
Together in collaboration with inmate 
associates at Jackson Prison andaeveral 
college students from various parts of 
the state, I started an anti-drug abuse 
campaign called “Solid Contact”.
I have a very serious interest in 
drug abuse prevention anda very strong 
motivation to put forth another effort, 
through the materials I've compiled, 
to help enlighten people to the many 
snares of the narcotics world and the 
many innocent victims that often go 
unnoticed, especially children of drug 
abusing relatives, o f whom I’ve had a 
blessing and misfortune-via my 
involvement in the temporary adoption 
o f two crack-victim  infants— to 
personally witness the suffering that 
these chiidken inherit at birth.
I have a collection of illustrated 
|  with these 
fijjto. collaboration with 
v a n  andjvograms with
■in m ad. I  made
an effort to consolidate much of this 
material into book form with the help 
of students at the University of 
Michigan, especially Mr. Brent 
Stockdill, student and counselor at U. 
ofM. However, circumstances at that 
time caused the incomplete project to 
be put on the shelf.
There is now a need of assistance 
again to finally make this book idea a 
reality.
Through the hearts and minds of 
many, God often shows me new and 
greater ideas to enhance this anti-drug 
abuse campaign. I was also a child 
reared in an alcohol and drug abusing 
family. And have spent many years in 
jails and prisons due mostly to drug 
and alcohol related thefts and robberies.
I am now thirty-three years old.
I personally promise to respond to 
every inquiry.
Tony Evans
Carson City Correctional Facility 
Box 5000
Carson City, MI 48811
Take a break from 
and hug a non-processed book
C
m
. John BatdieMer.
' Political Science ”
1
This is textbook time. 
Textbooks are utilitarian, but since 
they come from committees they 
always are dull. They are like 
fresh cider that is processed into 
commercial apple juice. First 
homogenized to achieve uniform 
blandness, then pasteurized to kill 
all life.
This semester look for a few 
good non-processed books to 
sustain you while you pled through 
your utilitarian but dull textbooks.
For a course in American 
History, I suggest Gore Vidal’s 
Lincoln: A Novel. Gore Vidal 
shows Abraham Lincoln, our only 
authentic dictator, as human. 
Lincoln was a young lawyer 
representing railroad interests in 
Springfield, Illinois when he got
the nickname, “Honest Abe.” He 
was called “Honest Abe” because
he promptly paid his brothel bills. 
In a particularly revealing passage, 
John Hay, Lincoln’s private 
secretary, says, “Mr. Lincoln was 
always sure of himself.. .  humble
never rise so high, nor do so much.”
Other non-textbook books you 
can read are the Collier toothers’ 
Decision in Philadelphia which 
explains the small group dynamics 
that weaved the U.S. Constitution. 
William Golding in Lord of the 
Flies narrates the unweaving of a 
contract theory of government.
Thg Great l e m a  by English 
poet Robert Conquest shows how 
Joseph S ta lin ’s policies of 
extermination killed 20 million 
people. Two novels by Anatoli 
Rybokov force us to feel Stalin’s 
terror on an individual, day-to-day 
basis. The memoirs of Svetlana 
Alleluyeva, Stalin’s only daughter,
bring the terror into the family. 
She tells us that her daddy killed 20 
million people because he couldn’t 
accept love.
Even in the sciences you can 
read non-textbook books. Charles 
Darwin’s notes beautifully express 
the majesty of the animal kingdom. 
And, in her autobiography, Marie 
Sklodowska Curie tells us the 
dramatic stray of how she and 
husband Pierre isolated radium, 
poisoning them selves in the 
process. If you have a second year 
knowledge to  French or better, you 
can read Marie’s thoughts as she 
wrote them.
January is the month for 
resolutions. Do yourself a favor 
this semester and resolve to rise 
above the textbook “doldrums.” 
Keep yourself involved with at least 
one good book that you want to 
hug, that pursues you even after 
you have gone to sleep.
New Year's resolutions should be more realistic
by Hri«M Harrington \
Guest Writer ~ 'y
With paper and pencil in hand, a 
New Year’s resolutions list is nearly 
complete. A time-honored tradition is 
carried out by millions of people every 
newyear what to do and how to do it, 
and for most, it is all in vain effort to 
improve your lifestyle, another step 
towards perfection.
What are New Year’s resolutions? 
Goals or standards by which youdesire 
to live your life, guilt when you give 
in, and failure when you can no longer 
resist? Are these innocent little rules 
really harmless? Is deprivation 
healthy? Knowing that you can't have 
it makes you want it more.
Are the goals we set for ourselves
realistic? Does anyone give up 
chocolate, or quit smoking? How about 
saving money, or spending more time 
at home with the kids? Everyone has 
good intentions, but very few have the 
willpower. Sure, you can resolve not 
to spout profanities while driving, but 
this lasts for only a week, until the 
crude teenager, with a cigarette 
attached to his lips and loud music 
blasting, cuts you off on the highway.
When you just cannot take it any 
longer, when your last button has been 
pushed and you’re holding the straw 
that broke the camel’s back, are unkept 
resolutions worth sustaining bouts of 
depression? The answer is clear.
O f all the m ost unrealistic 
resolutions, “I resolve to eliminate all 
undue stress in my life,” takes the
■Letters to the
E cl i l o r
Joining a Greek organization a 
serious decision
Are you thinking about rushing? 
Being involved in Greek life can be a 
wonderful experience. But it’s not for 
everyone. It's important to realize that 
once you have taken your vow you are 
in until you graduate. Sometimes 
people and circumstances change, and 
the sorority may not grow with you. 
This is what happened to me.
After two years I tried to go inactive 
and I was told no. I had to decide 
between my career or my sorority 
because I no longer had time for both. 
Unfortunately I had to self-terminate. 
Since I decided to self-terminate I lost 
the two years I had put into the 
organization as well as approximately 
$1000 worth of dues, clothing, nic- 
nacs, etc. that I paid for. The reason 1 
am wiring this letter is because I want 
those who are rushing to make sure 
that this is what you want, and that you 
will have the time it takes to put into it.
Remember that a sorority is an 
organization that requires 100% loyalty 
and the time needed to give of yourself 
to your organization, your sisters and 
the Greek community. And they will 
demand this above your school work, 
but this isn't something any Greek 
organization will admit to. Also, I feel 
that you need to be aware that more is 
required of you than attending 0ne
meeting a week. Some weeks this may 
be all that you are required to do. But 
during Homecoming, the 2 to 3 months 
surrounding rush, initiation and other 
events, an amazing amount of your 
time will be sacrificedattending events. 
This is another issue that is failing to 
be clarified when one goes through 
rush. Greek life, could be a wonderful 
experience if this is what you want. 
It’s an important decision. Don't make 
it hastily. You can always get out, but 
you will lose a lot in the process. I did.
1 chose to remain anonymous 
because I do not want the sonrity I was 
in to affect what your feelings may be 
if you rush. You should choose solely 
on the basis of who you feel you could 
be sisters with.
Name withheld *■
Interested in how the 
media really works?
Don't miss 
"Manufacturing 
Consent: Noam  
Chomsky and the 
Media" Jan.26 at 8pm 
in Mainsail of the 
Kirkhof Center.
cake. Unfortunately it is a common 
misconception that is easier said than 
done. Are you going to systematically 
assassinate your boss and co-workers, 
or neglect a major business account? 
Are you going to grow a money tree to 
pay the bills?
Perhaps we should be more 
realistic in our resolutions, create goals 
that are more attainable. Instead of 
eliminating stress, just cut down on it. 
Instead of spouting profanities, allow 
yourself one or two foul words per 
driving episode, coupled with a slap 
on the wrist you will soon be broken of 
the habit Instead of growing a money 
tree, grow a small bush.
My advice is to set achievable goals 
for yourself and stick to them. If you 
fail.. .  well, there’s always next year.
Clintons have 
Marxist agenda
Having to constantly take issue 
with many people who seem to think 
that President Bill C linton and 
unelected Co-President Hillary are 
something other than Marxists is 
getting to be a chore! Accordingly, it 
is now time to quote some of the 
writings of Karl Marx!
"Abolition of the family! Even the 
most radical flare up at this infamous 
proposal of the Communists.
On what foundation is the present 
family, the bourgeois family, based?
On capital, on private gain. In its 
completely developed form this family 
exists only among the bourgeoisie. 
But this state o f things finds its 
complement in the practical absence 
of the family among the proletarians, 
and in public prostitution."
Given that the unique feature of 
this countiy is the middle class (Marx's 
bourgeoisie), it is relevant to ask what 
is the cause behind the demise of the 
nuclear family in America since the 
mid-60s. The obvious answer is the 
big government policies of LBJ’s 
“Great Society.” Yet, when so much 
evidence is prevalent regarding the 
extreme cost and hideous failure of 
such policies, the standard retort from 
entrenched bureaucrats and the liberal 
media is that either the policies have 
not had enough time to cause change, 
or that not enough such policies are in 
place!
From this, can it therefore be 
postulated that Bill’s and Hillary's 
attempts to greatly expandgovernment
Mans# u  MARX, p J
The opinion expressed in The 
Lanthorn a n  not necessarily tho*e 
ofThe Lanthomitaff or of Gnnd 
NUky State Univenity.
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style, length, or content. AD letten 
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entitlements (aka “health care reform”) 
are Marxist in nature? Y es!'Is there 
any evidence to show that Marxist 
policies ever benefit those that are 
supposed to benefit from them? Nol 
The socialization of the medical 
industry w ill ensure its wanton 
destruction, as well as the final 
destruction of the middle class!
Marx furthermore wrote the 
following:
"Nevertheless in the most 
advanced countries, the following will 
be pretty generally applicable.
1. Abolition of property in land 
and application of all rents of land to 
public purposes.
2. A heavy progressive or 
graduated income tax.
3. A bolition o f all right o f 
inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of 
all emigrants and rebels.
5. Centralization [sid of credit in 
the hands of the State, by means of a 
national bank with State capital and an 
exclusive monopoly.
6. Centralization fsicl of the means 
o f communication and transport in the 
hands of the State.
7. Extension of factories and 
instruments of production owned by
the State; the bringing into cultivation 
of waste lands, and the improvement 
of the soil generally in accordance 
with a common plan.
8. Equal liability of all to labour. 
Establishment of industrial armies, 
especially for agriculture.
9. Combination of agriculture with 
manufacturing industries; gradual 
abolition of the distinction fsicl 
between town and country, by a move 
equable distribution of the population 
over the country fsicl.
10. Free education for all children 
in public schools. Abolition of 
children’s factory labour in its present 
form. Combination of education with 
industrial production, fsicl etc."
Parts 1,2, and 3 seem to perfectly 
describe Bill’s 1993 tax plan, while 
part 7perfectly describes the proposed 
nationalization of health care!
Lest anyone brand this discourse 
as some type of Orwellian paranoia, 1 
suggest that it be remembered that in 
today’s world, there are things such as 
super computers. Is it inconceivable 
that a data pool consisting of records 
from the IRS, FBI, NATIONALIZED 
HEALTH CARE, SOCIAL 
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, 
and PRIVATE CREDIT AGENCIES,
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SPRING BREAK
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
♦Shell Island Party Cruise
650' Gulf Beach Frontage 
2 Outdoor Swimming Pools 
1 Indoor Heated Pool 
Restaurant, 2 & 3 Room Suites
SANDPIPER-BEACON
17403 Front Beach Road 
Panama City Beach, FL 32413
RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828
Bring a  little warmth to those cold & dreary days..
♦Beach Bonfire Parties
Tiki Beach Bar/Volleyball 
Sailboats, (etskis & Parasails 
Karaoke Beach Party 
Area Discount Coupons
FROM $104 PER WEEK 
PER PERSON 
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY
i §*
F o r e v e r  __
0-3426 Lake Michigan D rja d ft
10% off Reg. Membership Fees
Tanning Memberships Available * Walk-ins
anyone’s right to believe in M an  or 
his minions. However, the naivete 
shown by those who are offended at 
anyone stating the truth about good *ol 
Bill amazes me) Let’s all be honest 
about the ideologies we individually 
believe in!
et cetera, ad nauseum, will be created 
(ifnotabeadyextant)?! Certainly not!
For' one, I do not want omnipotent 
government bureaucrats looking at 
every aspectof my existence, especially 
when auch information would be 
available to them at the push of a 
button!
Now, being an American and 
refusing to be “politically correct," I 
will not advocate the suppression of
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boundaries of human nature
{__ bvKatfcleeaBretty _ J  
^  New» Editor ~J
Professor William Baum can tell 
you much of the nature of man.
He will never forget the amazing 
people he has known or the stories they 
have told him; the agonizing 
experiences of a Jewish boy who 
survived Auschwitz with only aragged 
photo to remind him of the family 
members he would never lay eyes on 
again; the incessant fears of a Dutch 
housewifeforthesafetyofherchildren 
while harboring Jewsintheheatofthe 
German occupation.
His office walls, tightly packed 
with books on the subject, tip visitors 
offtothedepth at which he has studied. 
He is not only a learned man, but also 
a man of conviction and memories. 
Every week he shares what he can with 
Grand Valley students who take his 
course on the Holocaust
Meeting the survivors o f the 
Holocaust is a rewarding experience, 
but he admits that there are downfalls 
to bong so close to the drama of it all.
“It’s not pleasant to be constantly 
reminded,” said Baum. “There’s 
enough junk going on. Just pick up 
any issue of any paper and you find all
the mayhem that 
happened that day."
Few can find 
the inner strength to 
subject themselves 
daily to the horrors 
o f the Nazi 
Holocaust as he 
does, but those who 
know him say that 
his personal sense of 
justice and truth 
drive him.
Colleague and 
friend Professor 
Mary deYoung, 
works with Baum in 
teaching the class.
DeYoung admires 
Baum's passion for 
his studies, but she 
can also tell you 
about his lighter 
side. She describes 
Baum as an 
“ o u t r a g e o u s ly
chievous m m  *who Profeuor William Baum hopes that ttudents who take 
“knows and has Holocaust dau come away with mart than a grade.
related to her every limerick that has bridge last fall, 
ever been written." One story she “He just tore off in his wheelchair,
remembers clearly took place during going ‘I’m outta control. I’m outta 
their trip together across the Little Mack control’— scattering students left and
Successful dress that works after college
r  fc? I . y H t o  A, T —
right. Nobody knew 
whether to grab the 
back of the chair or 
what, and everybody, 
o f course, is looking 
at me for leadership. 
I just go, ‘hey, he’s 
outta control.'” 
Baum said he 
hopes to leave 
students with a better 
understanding of the 
Holocaust,buthealso 
hopes the students 
themselves will take 
the initiative to make 
an im pact on the 
current problems of 
race and ethnicity that 
press just as heavily 
on us today as ever 
befole.
“My intention, 
and my colleagues as 
well, is that this will 
affect their attitudes, 
behavior, and 
conduct,” saidBaum. 
Nothing is more 
pleasing to Baum than witnessing the 
transformation of his students.
“It’s the people that write the 
term papers, write the final exam...in a
f a
Photo by Kathleen Batty
way (that) evidence o f their 
understanding and awareness. Some 
people are incredible— it's a delight! ’’
Baum began his teaching career at 
Grand Valley State University in the 
fallof1965,buthedidn’tstart teaching 
the the Holocaust class until 1986. 
The class was the end result of efforts 
to develop an interdisciplinary course 
for thesocial sciences in which students 
would learn how to analyze the 
innerworkings of any dramatic socially 
changing event The Holocaust, said 
Baum, seemed a fitting event to 
showcase.
In the past he has received the 
plauditsofWestemMichigan’sJewish 
community and international respect 
from his peers. More recently, his 
efforts to share his knowledge of the 
Holocaust were acknowledged by 
GVSU faculty and students alike with 
the Outstanding Contribution to a 
Discipline Award.
“It’s a very well deserved award 
and I can’t  imagine anybody who 
deserves it more,” said deYoung.
Currently, Baum is on sabbatical 
for further study of the Holocaust. 
When askedof future plans he jokes of 
perhaps taking adream trip to Borculo 
this summer, a favorite butt of most of 
his jokes according to deYoung.
by L n d le  . an s .
Atmoiphcre Editor J
The rush to find a job  after 
graduation may become frustrating, 
but appropriate dress in the business 
worldmay reduce the frustration level.
“There is a lot to think about when 
you’re trying to get a job or trying to 
makeacareer for yourself,’’said Karen 
McCarthy, public information director 
at Consumers Power. “Youneverlmow 
what’s going to give you that extra 
edge. Knowing that you feel good and 
look good and that you’re not going to 
offend someone by bow your dressed 
or how you!re hair is done is real 
important”
Researching a company before 
going for an interview is important 
and that research includes how current 
members dress. McCarthy suggests 
that while interviewing, women should 
wear a conservative blue suit or plaid 
suit Skirts a little about the knee or 
knee length are appropriate.
Women should shy away from
wearing platform shoes; pumps or 
flats are more appropriate. Flashy 
jewelry that draws attention to oneself 
is not recommended.
Hairstyles should be whatever 
looks attractive on you; however, if 
the hair is longer, it would be 
appropriate to wear it back or up.
“Especially in the business world, 
there are still a lot of older people in 
control and while they may let their 
kids dress one way, the people that 
they hire and that work for them, they 
(are) expect(ed) to be a little bit more 
conservative,” said McCarthy.
Dressing for success isn 't just a 
concern for women, men also need to 
beawareofthedosanddon’ts. While 
interviewing, men should wear a 
neutral suit color like blue, gray, or 
tan. Wilder ties are acceptable, but 
one may want to consider wearing a 
solid color in a shirt instead of a wild 
tie with a plaid or striped shirt Again, 
shoes and jew elry should be 
conservativeformen. Men'shairought 
to be no longer than collar length in the 
business world.
The Lanthorn
is now acceptin< 
applications for the position of
BUSINESS MANAGER
M ajor area of study in accounting, 
management, economics or finance 
required.
► Great work experience
► Great resume builder
If interested, please apply at The 
Lanthorn office, low er level 
Kirkhof Center
On a second interview, changing 
the lode can be easy and affordable. 
The same suit can look different by 
simply changing the color of the shirt 
or blouse. Women may change their 
accessories while men may change 
their tie to get a new look.
“Once you get on the job and you 
can observe a little bit about the people ‘ 
around you, then you may get a better 
feel for what’s accepted in your 
workplace,” said McCarthy.
Budgeting a new business 
wardrobe after graduation may be 
difficult, but there are ways to reduce 
expenses. McCarthy suggests looking 
and trying on clothes at a pricier store 
like Hudsons and then going to a store 
like T J. Max or Burlington Coat 
Factory to find similar clothing. 
Remember to look for quality clothing 
itemsthatwon'tgooutofstyle. Buying 
items that coordinate so you can mix 
and match will also help on the 
pocketbook.
Dressing for success may increase 
your job performance and self-esteem. 
“Consciously orunconsciously, (dress) 
affects your attitude and how you feel 
about yourself, and that affects how 
you project yourself and how you 
handle yourself in situations that day,” 
said McCarthy.
Once you get a job, it's  still 
important to dress accordingly and 
appropriately. McCarthy recalled what 
one of her first bosses told her, “Don't 
dress for the job you have, dress for the 
job you want."
Campus food drives meet goals
a
v ;
.by Stephanie Moore.
Staff Writer
Imagine walking around with 
sharp stomach pains because there 
is no food to eat. Outof desperation, 
looking through trash dumpsters, 
begging for money or going to a 
foodpanbydoesn’tseem shameful. 
Too many Michigan residents have 
to use such methods for food.
Thanks to the participation of 
Grand Valley students, many 
families didn 't have to worry about 
having something to eat on 
Christmas. During the weeks of 
Dec. 6 through Dec. 17,1993, two 
food drives were on campus.
During the Upward Bound
student collection, $2,269.40 was 
donated. This fed 132 families 
with fresh produce, fruit and two 
days worth of meat Food was 
distributed according to thesizeof 
the families that signed up for the 
food. Toys, donated by the Grand 
Rapids community, were handed 
out to some of the families. The 
goal of Upward Bound was to 
collect $2,000.
Delta Zeta House collected 
nonperishable food and donated it 
to local church pantries. Their 
goal to get organizations on 
campus involved was m et The 
collection filled a car trunk and 
backseat.
Both of the food drives gave 
area families a better Christmas.
JJ
The Week Ahead
Thursday, January 20
12:30 p.m. O ra to rica l 
Contest, Promenade Deck, Kirkhof 
Center.
Friday, January 21
Noon M artin Luther King 
Quiz Bowl, Questionnaires will be 
posted around campus. Answer 
sheets may be dropped off in 
designated boxes or in Kleiner 
Commons.
Wednesday, January 26
11-4:43 p.m. Blood Drive, 
Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center.
Friday, January 28
C an Food S cu lp tu re  
Competition, Kirkhof Center.
Contact Volunteer GVSU! at 
\ft2363 by January 21 to participate^
I Apply today for a Mathematics 
| Scholarship Award (M.S.A.). The 
| M.S.A. assists students in the 
! following ways: it grants at least 
I $300, helps realize higher 
| expectations,
| and supports 
membership in 
I p ro fe ss io n a l 
| societies.
| To be
eligible for the 
I sc h o la rsh ip ,
| students must 
| meet the 
! f o l l o w i n g  
I requirements: 
j 1) The
■ student must
application. I
4) The applicant must be returning | 
to GVSU as a full-time student and i 
will be expected to take at least one 
mathematics course during that I 
academic year. | 
5) The,
have declared a 
I major in 
| M athematics/
■ Statistics.
1 2) The
I student must 
| have at least 45
■ credit hours 
J completed by the time of application. 
I 3) The student must have 
| completed at least 14 (non-cognate)
■ credit hours in the major at Grand 
J Valley State University and be 
I enrolled in at least one course in 
[ M athematics at the time of
student must have 
an overall GPAof I 
3.2 or better. | 
C o m p le ted  | 
applications are ' 
due by February I 
1, and the awards | 
will be announced, 
by the end of the ' 
winter semester. | 
M.S.A. will be J 
given th e .
following falP  
semester. I
I n te r e s te d j  
students may pick. 
up an application■ 
packet at the | 
Department o f| 
Mathematics and.
Statistics, 296 Mackinac Hall. .
The Mathematics Scholarship I 
awards are made possible by the | 
generous support of contributors to | 
the Mathematics and Computer 
Science Endowment Fund. '
lip-coming Interviews
T uesday. J a n u a ry  IS
OLD KENT BANK OF HOLLAND. Holland, MI. 
Bilingual Management Trainee.
Alumni & Dec. ‘93 business majors.
For information contact the Career Services Office at 
895-3311, 103 Commons.
J
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Grand Valley Apartments Offer:
T h e  l a r g e s t  lo c a l a p a r tm e n t  co m p lex  
C o n v e n ie n t  lo c a t io n , r i g h t  o n  th e  e d g e  o f  c a m p u s  
W ell l i t  s id e w a lk  f o r  t h e  s h o r te s t  w a lk  to  c a m p u s  
E n e rg y  e f f ic ie n t  a p a r tm e n ts  to  r e d u c e  y o u r  e x p e n s e s  
E s c o r ts  to  c a m p u s  a t  n ig h t  
S e c lu d e d , p r iv a te  s e t t in g  
C a b le  T.V . a v a ila b le  
L a u n d r y  f a c i l i t ie s  in  e a c h  b u i ld in g
ic k -T C s p o n s e in a in te n
ALL APARTMENTS ARE FULLY FURNISHED 
Call 895 - 6351 to find out about THE place to live
Styled fo r Spacious Living
♦M odern appliances: dishwasher, range, 
refrigerator, garbage disposal 
♦Laundry facilities in each building 
♦Sound-conditioned construction for privacy 
♦Two large walk-in closets in each bedroom 
♦Large bath with seperate vanity/double sink 
♦Pre-wired for cable TV 
♦Self-controlled heat and air conditioning
We’ll help you fin d  
roommates
□  CRYSTAL FLASH
”243-7511 
895-5875
B01TW000
APARTMENTS
PEPPINOS
PIZZA
□
d ____
M-45 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE
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5-acre Picturesque Wooded Setting 
2-Story Walk-Out Townhouses With Patio 
1100-1400 Square Feet 
Within 5 Minutes of Campus 
Washers/Dryers In Each Unit 
BEACH  VOLLEYBALL COURT  
$165-$ 175 per Month 
(Based On Occupancy O f 4)
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
A vailable!
CALL TODAY TO RESERVE 
A TOWNHOUSE 
FOR YOU!! Past Years 
Been Filled bjy
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Wild GLIAC race is on for cagers
by Briaa Katkaw*].
Sports Editor m
The GLIAC race looks like 28th 
Street during rush hour. Everyone is 
trying to get to the front o f everyone 
else and everyone in front o f you is 
going just slow enough or fast enough 
so that you can’t pass.
“The league is very evenly 
matched,” Vilkmure says. “If we 
improve each game, we have a chance 
to win it, but so will everyone else.”
At the GLIAC basketball coaches' 
press conference in November, most 
coaches agreed that the title could be 
won by any-of seven teams.
Most coaches were wrong. In fact, 
just about every team in the conference 
has a chance to make the playoffs with 
the exception of North wood, and the 
Northmen are 3-5, exceeding most 
predictions in the league.
The Lakers are in the thick of the 
hunt at 3-3, just one-half game from 
qualifying for a playoff berth after 
Saturday’s 79-71 victoryoverSaginaw 
Valley State.
(hand Valley head coach Tom
Villemure attributes improved 
rebounding and improvement at the 
free throw line to the success of the 
Lakers in the early going.
“We tried to key on three things 
this season, and one of them is 
rebounding,” Villemure said. The 
Lakers lead the conference in rebound 
margin at +4.5 rebounds per game.
The Laken also top the GLIAC at 
the stripe, shooting 76 percent from 
the line, however, Villemure says that 
number is deceiving, considering the 
timeliness of missed free throws in 
close games.
Grand Valley also faces one of the 
most unusual schedules this season. 
The Lakers travel to the UJ*. Thursday 
night to play Lake Superior State, and 
travel back home to play Wayne State 
on Saturday, making for long busrides 
on consecutive days.
“This season hasbeen the toughest, 
worst schedules we’ve ever played, 
but the players have done a good job 
making adjustments to it;” Villemure 
said.
The Soo Lakers are the surprise
team early in the season. At 4-3, Lake 
State boasts no statistical numbers that 
stick out like other schools, but second 
place in the conference can’t  be taken 
lightly, according to Villemure.
Wayne State, on the other hand, 
has been a surprise in the opposite 
direction. The Tartars are 3-4, and the 
lack scoring punch can be directly 
linked to the problem: averaging only 
69.4 points per game after losing last 
year’s top scorer, Danny Lewis.
To add to the offensive problems 
for Wayne State, forward Michael 
Aaron, the GLIAC’s leading scorer 
and seventh ranked in the nation, will 
be out for six weeks after suffering a 
fractured thumb last week.
The Tartars may still be worth 
watching considering last year’s slow 
start was quickly forgotten on the road 
to reaching the Final Four.
Grand Valley must deal with the 
loss o f center Glenn Szeman to 
academics. Villemure feels that 
although he’d rather have Szeman in 
the lineup, the loss won’thurt the team 
because of its depth.
Lakers need to feel at home on the road
r by Bea Bailey
Staff Writer : y
Home is were the heart is, and 
home is w oe the heart of the Laker’s 
basketball victories comes.
The women’s basketball team is 
4-1 at home this year. Their Great 
Lake Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference home record is 2-1. The 
Laker’s only home loss was a four- 
point loss to preseason conference 
favorite and currently fourth-ranked 
Michigan Tech on January 6.
On the road the Lakers are 2-5, 
overall, and 0-3 in the GLIAC. Overall, 
Grand Valley sports arecord of 7-7,2- 
4, GLIAC.
“We have to start playing well on 
the road,” said coach Pat Baker Grzyb. 
“We can’t let travel or crowd affect 
us."
It will not be an easy game on the 
road January 20. The Lakers travel to 
SaultSte. Marieto battle Lake Superior. 
Lake Superior is 5-2 in the GLIAC and
are tough at home. Grand Valley will 
not only have to overcome the long 
road trip, but will have to overcome 
the scoring threats of Sophomore Chris 
Nance and Jill Wetthuhn. Nance has 
scored in double digits the past five 
games. Wetthuhn is leading her team 
with 14.7 points agame and has scored 
in doublefigures in all but three contests 
this season.
The Lakers will try to counter their 
opponent’s scoring attack with two 
scoring machines of their own. Marie 
Thomas is averaging 13.6 points per 
game and Tiffany Belden is averaging 
12.9. Thomas is coming off a 26-point 
game against Saginaw Valley on 
January 15, in a losing effort Belden is 
coming off a career high 25-points 
against Aquinas College-on January 
11.
“We are going to have to play the 
best game of the season to win,” said 
Baker Grzyb.
After the long road trip, the Lakers 
will be back in the fam iliar
surroundings of the Fieldhouse. On 
January 22, theTartars of Wayne State 
visit the Lakers’ home, and they bring 
with them a win from their battle with 
Saginaw Valley. Wayne State, 7-7 
overall, 2-5 GLIAC, also is picking up 
theirgameafter losing aakeyperimeter 
player in mid-December.
Baker Grzyb will try to get a more 
balanced attack from her team, than 
she did against Saginaw Valley. 
Besides Thomas’ 26 points the only 
other player in double figures was 
Belden, 12.
Despite being out-scrapped and 
out rebounded the entire game, the 
Lakers lead the majority of the game. 
With five minutes left in the game, flat 
play and a stretch of cold shooting 
allowed Saginaw to gain final control, 
81-73.
“We didn’t shut them down 
defensively,” said Baker Grzyb. “We 
have been keeping teams down in the 
mid-7Qs. Defensively we gave up too 
many points.”
The NFL isn't Farr off
c . .byM BceAnej.
'  Staff Writer ' 3
While most o f us relaxed o v a  the holidays, Hardie Farr continued to strive 
towards the National Football League.
On January 6th, Farr took part in the First Annual Snow Bowl, a  Division 
II All Star game played in the Fargo Dome in Fargo, North Dakota. The 
proceeds went to a Shriners hospital.
Farr, who was a pre- and post-season All-American, led the Lakers in 
tackles this season and w u  selected captain of the East team.
“He went from probably a guy that would be a free agent to a possible draft 
pick,” said Laker head coach Brian Kelly.
“It’s really similar in terms of Eric’s (Lynch) situation; it’s got to be the 
rightteam ,thetim ing'sgottoberightintennsoftheirneeds. I think if those 
two things come together, Hardie definitely has the athletic ability to make it 
at the next level,” Kelly added.
Farr started the game at strong safety and had eight tackles, three pass 
breakups, and a caused fumble.
“The difference (from the regular season) was that at every position there 
was a good player,” said Fan. “I’m not trying to down any of my teammates 
at Grand Valley, but there was exceptional talenteverywhere. Ididn’tfeel any 
pressure to make every play.”
With 60 scouts at every practice, Farr had his chance to shine. He didn’t 
let that chance slip by.
“This is a great opportunity and I have to capitalize on it,” said Farr. “I 
could walk away from this either way happy, because I know I gave it my all.
“When you get on die field with the best and you shine, that obviously 
means a lot more to me. It means a lot more to my family,” said Fan, adding, 
“It means a lot more in terms o f playing in the NFL.”
The teams that are the most interested in picking up Fan for next season 
are Kansas City, Green Bay, Chicago, Cleveland, New Orleans, Seattle, the 
Giants, the Jets, and New England. ,
While he would like to play for theChiefsorGiants, “it doesn’t matter who 
Iplay for because the bottom line is playing. You can’tbe picky when you’re 
in my situation because most people don’t get that look,” said Fan.
“I wish him all the luck in the world,” said Detroit Lions running back and 
former Laker Eric Lynch. “H e’s agreatguy, great worker, great workhabits.”
There is no doubt in that the success of Lynch the last two weeks of the 
season only helped Hardie F an’s chances. But make no mistake. When the 
phone rings on draft day, the call will come more from Fan’s efforts on the 
field than anything else.
GLIAC Basketball standings
Mens Basketball
GLIAC Overall 
Northern Mich. 5-2 9-7
Lake Superior St. 4-3 7-8
Oakland 4-3 11-3
Saginaw Valley 4-3 8-7
Grand Valley 3-3 6-8
Ferris State 3-4 5-9
Hillsdale 3-4 6-7
Michigan Tech 3-4 8-7
Wayne State 3-4 8-4
Northwood 3-5 6-7
Women's Basketball
GLIAC Overall 
Michigan Tech 7-0 12-1
Oakland 7-0 12-2
Lake Superior Sl 5-2 11-3
Northern Mich. 4-3 9-3
Ferris State 3-4 11-4
Saginaw Valley 3-4 10-4
Grand Valley 2-4 7-7
Hillsdale 2-5 7-7
Wayne State 2-5 7-8
Northwood 0-8 2-12
Track team s surprise  
despite loss o f m em bers
The Week Ahead
f  br Brian Rutkowskl
^  Sports Editor
There are few things suited for 
outdoor activities during this time of 
the year, least of all track and field. 
That’s why track meets are held 
indoors.
Grand V alley men’s and women ’ s 
track team hosted the Grand Valley 
Invitational Friday night, and head 
coach Pete Rowe is happy with the 
early efforts this season.
“I was surprised with the men. We 
figured they wouldn' t do well but they 
hung in," said Rowe regarding the 
Lakers third place finish. “We were 
pleased.”
Both the men' s and women' s teams 
have lost members since fall due to a 
variety of reasons ranging from 
acedemics to eligibility or to lack of 
interest in the program.
“It was like a plague that swept 
through the team,” Rowe said.
The team started out with 73 total 
members in the fall. Currently there 
aie26 men and 24 women on the team.
Losses seem to have hurt the men ’ s 
team more than the women's. The 
Laken lost members from a wide
variety of events, including field events, 
long, and short-distance races.
Rowe feels that the women’s squad 
has already taken steps to fill the gaps 
in the lineup after nosing out Tri-State 
by two points to take the meet.
Kelly Oberlin set the pace for the 
Laken by winning the high jump at a 
height of 5 feet 7 inches, which 
provisionally qualifies her for the 
Nationals.
Amber Johnson was a busy penon, 
earning twenty points in six events, 
including a first place finish in the long 
jump.
For the men's team, Pat Bruce 
jumped his way to 19 points in the 
long, triple and high jumps, and Ryan 
Taylor placed second in the high jump 
and added a fourth place finish in the 
400 meter dash.
The rest of the season stacks up 
pretty much the same as years past. 
Hillsdale, Saginaw Valley, Northern 
Michigan and Michigan Tech remain 
to be the team to beat for the men and 
women.
Rowe says the men can improve 
on lastyear’sdissapointing season and 
hopes that the women can do better in 
the conference than in the past
Men’s Basketball: The Lakers travel 
to the U P. to face Lake Superior State 
Thursday night at 7:45 p.m. andreturn 
home Saturday afternoon to host 
Wayne State at 3:00 p.m.
Women’s basketball: The Lady 
Lakers head north to face Lake 
Superior State Thursday night at 5:45 
p.m. and return home Saturday 
afternoon to host Wayne State at 1:00 
p.m.
Track: Die Lakers host a dual meet 
with rivals Ferris State. First race is at 
5:00 p.m.
Swimming and Diving: The Laker 
Tankers make stops at Albion College 
on Friday at 6:00p.m. and the College 
of DuPage as Lincoln College will 
join the two other teams Saturday. 
First race is at 1:00 p.m.
M en 's V olleyball: The Laker 
Volleyball team travels to Calvin 
College Friday night for a match with 
the Knights. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
Attention Coaches and Clubs: If you 
have any announcements to make 
regarding your teams, call the 
Lanthorn at x-2460.
, .  . _  Riots by Jo* F u dman* Thomas lakes a shot against Northwood during Saturday's game. Q <49 1L 1i
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by AlaaP.1
Sufi Writer
While tome univenitie*, *uch as 
P aris  State, made deep cuts in their 
athletic budget this year to spend a 
more equal amount on women’s 
athletics, Grand Valley has dealt with 
the problem before.
Back in 1981, former Athletic 
Director Dr. George MacDonald 
announced that the school would no 
longer offer six varsity sports. Men’s 
and women’s tennis, men’s golf, and 
wo iMn'sfieldhcxkey were eliminated 
effective immediately. Crew, which
had been a varsity sport for both men 
and women, was permanently changed 
to dub  status.
MacDonald said thatGVSU would 
maintain its affiliation.with the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate A thletic 
Conference and theNational Collegiate
Athletic Association Division H, but 
would drop out o f  the National 
Assodationoflhlercollegiate Athletics 
and the Association for Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women.
Grand Valley reduced the number 
ofsports it offered scholarship* in from 
13 to six. MacDonald announced the 
Lakers’ total scholarship budget would 
be cut from $186302 for 1980-81 to 
$129,194by the 1984-83 school year.
The cuts were not because or any 
inequity in the funding o f men’s and 
women’sathleticprograms, according 
to G VSU President Arend D. Lubbers 
but rather from a shortage of funds for 
the entire university.
“We had to made a choice whether 
wewantedtogoin debtor not,”Lubbers 
said. “We have always tried to 
compensate everyone’s needs but 
within what is possible financially for 
the school.”
Lubbers said the key to surviving 
those tough times w u  everyone's 
attitude.
“Everyone was willing to make an 
adjustment - for example the faculty 
agreeing nottakeapay raise that year,” 
Lubbers explained. “We have been 
fortunate because people hsvenot made 
any unreasonable demands that we 
have had to meet”
The opening of a new Fieldhouse 
in 1982, to replace the old one that had 
been destroyed when its roof caved in, 
marked the “rebirth” of Laker athletics. 
And ithas been turning out competitive 
teams ever since.
PENALTY
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Get your head out of 
those books and take a 
break
There is something seriously 
wrong with this campus when the one 
game I heard more about on campus 
this week than I heard about Grand 
Valley’s team was the Hope-Calvin 
game. ’
I know this is West Michigan and 
Hope-Calvin is the rivalry around these 
parts, but I could swear that the majority 
of us here do go to Grand Valley and 
therefore, should be supporting our 
own school and worrying about some 
piddly little Division m  school while 
they're off campus.
While more fans crammed into 
Hope’s tiny little gym than there are 
seats, Grand Valley barely attracted 
200 for a home game against Northern 
Michigan, a top rival in the GLIAC.
As close as I can figure, there are 
about two other things to do on campus 
in the wintertime: slide down the ski 
hill on cafeteria trays or stay inside and 
play Sega. 1
What I really don’t understand is 
those students who say they don't have 
time to go to games because they’re | 
studying.
If that was the rule, then Division 
I basketball wouldn’t be nearly as big 
as it is. At schools like North Carolina 
and Indiana, where you’d think that
studying is more regular than breathing,
students go crazy at home games for a 
couple ofhours a week to let off a little 
steam.
The problem is that students here 
either don’t have any life or they just 
don’t care how their school looks in 
comparison to other schools in our 
conference.
Wayne State, where they have the 
most pathetic mascot in the world (what 
is aTartar anyway?), fills the gym with 
Wayne’s World chants. Our students 
fill the lounge to watch TV.
T hae 's  still time to change.
Students of Grand Valley. I plead 
with you to at least try coming to a 
game. The next game is this Saturday 
against Wayne State.
We do have a women's team to you
know. They play at 1:00 pun., just 
before the men take the court
And if you already go to the games,
don't just sit on your hands. It's not a 
boring lecture. Basketball is fun to 
watch if you want to take part.
So when Wayne Stale comes in to 
the wens next week, let’s remind them
that the only thing Tartar should be 
used for is the creamy sauce in the
middle of a Filet-o-fish.
Students deserve more 
scholarships, not players
Spealdngoffishy smells, why does 2  
the Black Coaches Association feel it - 
is necessary to boycott games because 
they can’t have another scholarship?
Coaches, black and white, claim 
that the blockage of the proposal that 
would have given coaches a fourteenth 
scholarship for basketball takes away 
chances for inner city students to go to 
college.
The fact of the matter is that the 
coaches just want another great player 
to build their program with. They 
could care less about their minds, as 
long'as they can hit the three and dunk 
o v a  7-footers.
If they want to give inner city 
students more opportunities to attend 
college (which is incidentally a place 
of higher learning, nothigha jumping), 
then coaches, students, teachers 
parents, and everyone who has anounce 
of influence should be promoting hard 
work in the classroom as well as hard 
work at anything students want to do ip 
their lives.
There are students at Grand Valley 
who have taken this route. Minority 
enrollment was up 10.4 percent at 
Grand Valley over 1992. You can’t 
tell me that they all play sports here. 
I’m sure a very high percentage of 
those students busted their butts to get 
where they are and will continue to 
bust butt to get where they want to go.
They are the ones who should be 
rewarded with scholarships.
There are always opportunities if 
you want to work hard enough for 
them. Instead, all we hear is the excuse 
that the rich get richer and the poor get 
poorer.
Actually, the reality is that the 
smart get smarter and the rest just 
complain.
CASEY’S
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Buy one sub at 
regular price and get 
a second sub at
price [ |
(Expires Feb. 19) JI 
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MILWAUKEE'S
BEST
24-pack
$7.99
+tax and deposit 
(Expires Feb. 19) 
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Earth Share.
F O O D  SPIRITS 
SH O W G IR LS
Continuous 14-hour show 
Mon - Sat. 11:30am - 2am
3525 E. Mall Or. (behind 
Ecutbrook Mall) 
940-0100
THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
$1.75 24oz. drafts
j m L
$1.75 24oz. drafts
NO COVER WITH COLLEGE ID
Lincoln Country Club 
3485 Lake Michigan Dr. NW 
ph. 453-5348
SHUTTLE
FREE RIDE 
on
Dadd's M agic Bus
To & From GVSU Campus
ONLY ONLY TUESDAY ONLY ONLY
BUS DEPARTS FROM KLEINER COMMONS:
8:00 9:30 11:00
8:45 10:15 11:45
Beat the Clock!!
8:30  - 9:30
25cent Drafts
50cent Drafts
75cent Drafts
50cent Shots + Pop
9:30  - 10:00
75cent Shots + Pop
10:00 - C lose
$1.25 Shots + Pop
$1 Schnapps ALL NITEI 
75cents Pizza Slices 'til 11:30
BOWLING
99cent games 99cent shoe rental
9:00 - close
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The Uncommon Clay exhibit w ill be on display a t the Colder Gallery until February 25th
Calder exhibits Uncommon Clan
/ --------------------------------------- X  e J
L______ by Cory D. O tata_______ ]  pleasing to the eye.
■ • Stiff Writer ---------- 7 Another sculptor presenting workzy
Looking for skulls and animal 
heads? Yes? Then you better check 
out the Uncommon Clay exhibitin the 
Calder Gallery.
Daleene Menning will serve as 
guest curator for this brilliant display 
of artwork. Menning, Grand Valley 
associate professor o f a it was mostly 
absorbed in artists who asked questions 
with their works. Artists that aren’t 
afraid to take risks with their works 
are what makes this exhibit to  unique.
The art really makes your time 
well spent With artists from all over 
theUnitedStates, many different styles 
are incorporated.
John Gargano presents two works 
in this exhibit. His focus is on large 
renderings of tools used by mankind. 
Large and bold, his creations are very
in this exhibit is Yih-wen Kuo. Kuo, 
originally from Taiwan, presents 
“universal forms evoking multi­
dimensional meanings.” Heuses small 
openings or windows in his pieces to 
suggest a withdrawn type of feeling. 
“Eternal Home,” his presentation in 
this collection, creates a very 
interesting feeling. I couldn’t help 
staring at it for a long period of time, 
just wondering what was inside, or 
even how to get out
My favorite piece, however, is by 
Rachel Anne Clawson. Being one of 
the youngest artists in this group, I was 
expecting something a little more 
reserved from her. I was sure in for a 
surprise! I found her work to be the 
most moving and creative.
Her piece is simply called “Wall 
of Heads,’’and that’s exactly what it is.
Shehasproducedaplethoraof animal 
heads such as a mule deer, box turtle, 
wild goat and a bat with very vivid 
colors and detailing. Under these 
animal heads is a silhouette o f a 
deceased animalof the same species, a 
product of the creature’s run-in with 
mankind.
The heads are very life-like and 
vicious looking, which carries 
Clawson’s point to the viewer the 
plightof wild animals who have come 
in contact withamotorvehicle. Simple 
but with a message, this selection hit 
me the hardest
UncommonClay will be on exhibit 
from now through February 25th. It 
doesn'ttake much time to walk through 
the exhibit and it might even give you 
some culture. So if you have some 
time and want to see something worth 
while, go see Uncommon Clay.
On paper it must have sounded 
like the perfect combination for a hit 
movie: Julia Roberts in her first film in 
two years, Denzel Washington, and a 
script based on a novel by John 
Grisham. ThePelicanBriefmusthmc 
delighted the movie executives who 
gleefully anticipated all the money they 
would make. But refunds may be in 
order.
Thestory line, penned by Grisham, 
hot off his success with The Firm, is 
exciting if somewhat improbable. The 
exciting twist? The central character 
who eludes the FBI, the CIA and a 
terrorist after writing a legal theory on 
who murdered two supreme court 
justices is a smart, quick-thinking and 
resourceful law student, Darby Shaw. 
Strong and decisive, she’s always one 
step ahead of the bad guys.
The problem is Robots. Her 
portrayal makes it impossible to 
suspend disbelief of an already 
incredibleplot. Roberts plays this role 
with the same emotional transparency 
that guaranteed hersuccess in previous 
movies, where she played a victim 
(Sleeping With the Enemy and Pretty 
Woman). Did anyone tell her that this 
time she was the heroine?
She wrings her hands, her voice 
trembles, and her eyes dart around 
nervously like those of a trapped 
animal. While these might be normal 
reactions to being stalked by people 
who want to kill you, it hardly makes
the fact that she outsmarts them 
believable.
Strong roles for women in major 
movies are rare enough without 
compromising those few roles that do 
exist by watering them down with poor 
casting decisions. Better choices for 
the role? Jodie Foster comes to mind 
as does Demi Moore. Just as good? A 
talented unknown.
The saving grace of The Pelican 
Brief is the riveting performance of 
Denzel Washington. An example of a 
brilliant casting decision, Washington 
plays die reporter who helps protect 
Shaw and expose the bad guys.With a 
commanding presence, Washington 
steals every scene with a carefully 
measured performance.
The big disappointment? The fact 
that the big romance that develops 
between Roberts’ and Washington’s 
characters in the book is carefully 
whited out Why? Apparently, while 
Hollywood is advanced enough to cast 
Washington in a role not specifically 
calling for an African-American, they 
are still backward enough to be scared 
off by an interracial romance. The 
compromise? A chaste kiss at the very 
end.
Finally, while I appreciate the 
movie industry’s effort to give me my 
money’s worth, my butt tends to get 
sore after sitting in a movie theater for 
21/2 hours no matter how comfortable 
the seats.
Denzel Washington fans should 
definitely see this movie, but others 
might want to wait until this comes out 
on videocassette.
The Eagles return with 
countries biggest stars
Z  by Mike Araey
Staff Writer
WELCOME BACK 
QRAAID VALLEY
STUDENTS
PI22A SUSS. STWHSOLI
If the Eagles were to have debuted 
in 1994 instead of 1971, they would be 
the hottest country band in history. 
This album helps to prove that without 
I a shadow of a doubt
Don Henley, on the heels of a 
failed Eagles reunion attempt put 
together this project entitled Common 
Thread: Songs o f the Eagles.
Enlisting the services of Travis 
Tritt, Little Texas, Tanya Tucker, 
Brooks & Dunn, Trisha Yearwood, 
Suzy Boggus and other country 
headliners, Henley has put together 
one hell of an album to benefit his 
'Walden Woods project
There are, however, two low spots-. 
The first is Billy Dean’s rendition of 
“Saturday Night" It’s not a bad song, 
but it seems a bit out of place. The 
lowest spot is John Anderson’s version 
of “Heartache Tonight” Originally 
sung by Glen Frey and released in 
1979, the music actually translated 
quite well to country. The problem is 
Anderson himself. Best suited for 
whiny twang like “Seminole Wind,”
his voice doesn’t come close to doing 
. this song justice.
My favorite on this CD is Tanya 
Tucker’s “Already Gone.” Tucker’s 
18-pack a day voice captures all the 
rock n’ roll fire of the original and is a 
shining example of how the lines 
between country and rock can 
sometimes blur.
For the most part the songs on this 
album are almost note for note like the 
originals, which is unfortunate. Brooks 
& Dunn’s version of “Best of My 
Love” could be easily mistaken for the 
Eagles version. Vince Gill’s “I Can’t 
Tell You Why,” which even features 
former Eagle Timothy B. Schmit on 
backing vocals, is the one song that 
actually betters the original.
Yearwood’s “New Kid in Town,” 
Lome Morgan’s “The Sad Cafe,” and 
Boggus’ “Take it to the Limit” aid 
Tucker in giving the songs new female 
twists without compromising the ideas 
thatFrey, Henley, Walsh, JD . Souther, 
and Randy Meisnerput forth in writing 
them.
All in all, this tape/CD/whatever is 
a must for die-hard Eagles fans and 
fans of country music.
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Book describes Grim Reaper's job
f  by TMTaaj F r r f  »■ ^
-  Staff Writer Z7
Piers Anthony personifies death, 
war, fate, time and nature in his series 
of books “The Incarnations of 
Immortality.” The first book. On aPale 
Horse, tackles the mysteries of death 
with great thoroughness and 
imagination.
Zane, the protagonist in On a Pale 
Horse, kills Death and takes over his 
office. Zane discovers that his job as 
the Grim Reaper is more complex than 
| ’ simply harvesting souls. He must find 
his clients, learn to take the souls 
efficiently, andjudge the souls’ balance 
of good and evil. He also learns what 
living in Purgatory is like.
Sometimes Death is portrayed with
humorous undertones, as when Death ’ s 
famed palehorse can become a car; or 
the fact that Death has a mailbox for 
correspondence. At other times, 
serious subjects are confronted, as 
when Death meets the brutality of war.
While Anthony maintains Death ’ s 
visage as skeletal with scythe and riding 
a pale horse, he delves deeper into 
D eath’s personality and moral 
conflicts. How does Death handle the 
souls of babies? What becomes of the 
soul of an atheist?
On a Pale Horse is fascinating as 
it treats the often feared subject of 
death with new understanding. Piers 
Anthony integrates action, philosophy, 
humor, and fantasy into a rich novel 
that illuminates the subject of death as 
Death himself learns his office.
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Musical acto U2, Sinead O ’ 
Conner, and Enya have musically 
defined Ireland for the past decade. 
But with the recent success of the 
Cranberries, and new artist Ghost of 
an American Airman, the Irish music 
revolution has begun. ~
The Cranberries debuted in the 
fall of 1993. Since that time, the band 
has enjoyed back to back hit singles off 
of their album Everyone Else is Doing 
it So Why Can’t We?
Most recently, though, a band by 
the name Ghost of an American Airman 
has made Ireland music lovers take 
notice. The album is entitled Skin, and, 
quite frankly, it's one of the hottest, 
most powerful, most musically sound 
debut efforts I’ve ever heard.
“Warboys,” is a quick song that 
opens the album with a sad lode at the 
decay of those men who fought in the 
world wars-men who learned how to 
kill, men who left parts of themselves 
on die battlefields.
The only song to date that has 
received any radio time has been “King 
of Nothing.” A hard song with intense 
lyrics, it gives the listener a different 
look at an all too familiar subject- 
love.
Suicide is the haunting theme for 
the album *sfourthcut“Buried at Sea.” 
The mystical lyrics of this song allow 
for an added feeling of loss and reveals
the pain and anguish of what it means 
to be human.
An angry acoustic cry about the 
politics of war in Ireland surfaces in 
“Country.” The title is the simplest 
thing about the song. Ib is is the most 
intense trade on the album. One can 
even sense the anger and frustration in 
the voice of kadsingerDodge McKay.
Oneof the mostpolitically intense 
songs heard in a long time helps to 
close out this amazing album. 
Somewhat like U2’s "Zoo Station," 
the vocal distortion in “Home” is what 
makes this song happen. The lyrics are 
truly deafening. Thepro-life, LA. foes, 
Rodney King, AIDS, political on­
slaught is shocking!
To close, the band showcases their 
musical taste and diversity in a remake
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Join us on Sundays from 7- 
10 pm in downstairs Kirkhof.
If you are interested in 
performing musically, 
artistically or in some other 
way, call SOVC (895-2363) 
for more info. And as
always,
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20 SCREENS • A Jack Loeks Theatre 
1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760
of the classic Glen Cambell tune, 
"Whicita Lineman." A real treat.
What is most impressive about this 
band is their attention to detail. Most 
young artists take time to come into 
their own lyrically. This band has 
surpassed any such stage, and has taken 
their place lyrically among some of 
today’s best
Their subject matter is almost a 
defining characteristic of the band’s 
musical depth. This band is very 
impressive.
As the acts that put Ireland on the 
musical map begin to fade away, 
Ireland ushers in a new generation of 
great music. With new acts like Ghost 
of an American Airman, Ireland can 
look forward to continuing their 
tradition of distinct quality music.
CAMPUS REP 
WANTED
The nation’s leader in college markedng 
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial 
student for the position of campus rep. 
No sales involved. Place advertising on 
bulletin boards lor companies such as 
Am erican Express and Microsoft. 
Great part-time job earnings. Choose 
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week 
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program 
American Passage Media Corp.
215 W. Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119 
(800) 417-2434 Ext 4444
T h e  L a n t l i o m
8 9 5 - 2 4 ^ 0
Jobs & Money
Home Support Aides: Part-tim e 
positions help ing  fam ilies to 
im plem ent behavior treatm ent 
p lan s fo r  c h ild re n  w ith  
d ev e lo p m e n ta l d is a b i l i t ie s .  
Hours are flexible: after school 
and/or weekends. You must be 
dependable, have a valid driver's 
license, and own personal vehicle. 
Relevant training and experience 
w ith  b eh a v io r  m an ag em en t 
techniques is preferred. Training 
and supervision provided. For 
more inform ation, please call 
L o u ise  at A LLEN  H EA LTH  
CARE at 956-7844 or 1 -800-948- 
0727.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+ 
monthly. Summer/holidays/full- 
time. World travel. Caribbean, 
Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour 
guides, g ift shop sales, deck 
hands, casino workers, etc. No 
experience necessary . CALL 
602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
Campus sales rep needed. Joe 
College, Inc. seeks motivated, 
responsible ind iv idual to sell 
p o p u la r  co lle g e  ap p a re l on 
campus. 1-800-251-8218.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2000+/month working 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
co m p an ie s . W orld  tra v e l. 
Summer & full-tim e employment 
a v a ila b le . No ex p e rien c e  
necessary. For more information 
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5623.
E arn  $500 or m ore w eekly  
stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
long SASE to: Country Living 
Shoppers, Dept. R38, PO Box 
1779, D enham  S prings , 'LA  
70727.________________________
G eneral co u n se lo rs: Sum m er 
horse ranch for girls. 10 weeks 
plus orientation. $2000 for full 
seaso n . (8 1 0 )6 4 2 -3 1 7 0  or 
(810)679-2705.
On Cariupua' \
thru. Feb. 25 Uncommon Clay ceramic show at the Calder Gallery. 
Please see feature article.
Jan . 26 Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media 
presented as part of the Cinematech Winter Film Series. 8 pm, Mainsail 
Kirkhof Center.
QffCmpwg
Jan. 21 The Second City National Touring Company will be at the 
Fountain Street Church in Downtown GR. Second City is six or seven actors 
who enliven an empty stage with topical comedy sketches: the ensemble 
lampoons our modem political, social and cultural lives. Ticketsare$15 and 
are available at the Fountain Street Church or all Ticketmaster locations. 
Show starts at 8 pm. For more info, call 245-5666.
Jan . 22 Book Dlustration. Wendy Anderson Halperin, a South Haven 
native and illustrator of Hunting the White Cow, will be at Schuler Books 
located at 2975 28th Street, from 10:30 to 11:30 am. Art students especially 
might be interested in meeting Halperin and participating in a discussion of 
the art of book illustration.
A
American Marketing Association
N E W  M EM BER NITE
Wednesday, January 19,1994  
102 Lake Huron Hall
Free p izza  k  Pop!
ALL Majors Welcome!
S tudents: Earn easy money! 
Contact Ruth McKe, 1-800-829- 
5478, ext. 705.
Housing
F em ale  ro o m m ate  needed  
immediately to share 3-bedroom, 
fu rn ish ed  ap a rtm en t in NW 
G rand  R ap id s hom e. O nly 
$133.34/month plus l/3utilities. 
Own room, off-street parking. 
Call 458-9018.
Female roommate needed to share 
2-bedroom apartment in Grand 
Valley Apts, for winter semester. 
Rent: $206/mo. + utilities. Call 
895-6991.
F em ale  room m ate n eed ed . 
O ak tree  A p artm en ts  in 
Hudsonville for $125/month + 
1/4 utilities. If interested call
669-9255,_____________________
Room for rent: Female or male, 
$50/week. Everything included 
+ cable. Don Me Cullough, 776- 
1349, at 847 Bridge, or call G&M
Buses.________________________
Female roommate needed. No 
deposit necessary. Only $156/ 
mo. + u t i l i t ie s .  F u rn ish ed  
apartm ent only 3 m iles from 
campus. Move in immediately. 
Call 892-4733, Angie or Shelley.
BRAZIL: V isit Rio, Amazon rain 
forest. March 4-15, $1800. For 
more info, call (517)882-7916.
SPRING BREAK 94: Cancun, 
B aham as, Jam aica, F lo rida  & 
P ad re! 1 1 0 % fflo w e s t p rice  
guarantee! Organize 15 friends 
and your trip is FREE! Take A 
Break Student Travel, (800)328- 
7283.
For Sale
Travel
Promote our SPRING BREAK 
packages with our posters and 
flyers, or sign up now for spring 
break rooms. Daytona, Panama.. 
Padre, Cancun, etc. $129 up. Call 
CMI 1-800-423-5264.
SPRING BREAK 94: Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, South Padre, 
Florida at the guaranteed lowest 
prices. From the #1 spring break 
company. Call Helen evenings 
and Saturdays & Sundays, 857- 
1775.
For Sale: '86 Cavalier. Blue with 
blue interior. 4 speed, 1 owner, 
2-door hatchback . E xcellen t 
condition and starts great. $1400.
531-0433._____________________
45 Cal. Glock 21 with original 
box, easyloader and magazine. 
A lso in c lu d e s  le a th e r , 
basketweave, duty holster and 
double magazine pouch with two 
additional magazines. $500. 457-
8744,_________________________
BY OWNER: Remodeled 1 1/2 
story farm house on spacious 1.3 
acre lot. 3 possible 4 bedrooms, 
large master bedroom, light oak 
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1 
3/4 baths, p a r tia lly  f in ish ed  
basement, new 2 1/2 stall garage 
and b arn . P o ss ib le  re n ta l 
property. Great area, must sell. 
Price reduced to $73,900. Call 
669-8784._____________________
Royal A lpha 700D electron ic 
typew riter with extra ribbons, 
p r in t w heel and o p e ra tin g  
instructions. Works great! $50. 
Call 453-0017.
Misc.
ADOPTION - Loving, infertile 
couple wants to adopt and share 
our home with your baby. Can 
help with expenses. C allus, 784- 
0759._________________________
Typist: Work done out of my 
home. State of the art equipment. 
Call Pat at 531-0914.
of the Gtibank
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts
and Price Protection create upward growth. A variety of factors have been suggested as 
contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the ages of 
18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students doubling 
earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It’s this last one, 
however, that affects most students. H The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate savings to 
student cardmembers. You can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee. You can
capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights,' a 
low variable interest rate of 15.4%,2 as well as savings on mail 
order purchases, sports equipment, music and magazines. 
One might even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or 
two (the musical kind, of course). U On the way to the record 
store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services
deal on war supplies. I f  he used a C itibank Classic Visa card, he would
happier. (A rtist's rendering o f how he would have appeared on the dollar.) concerned with purchases made on the Citibank Classic
card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print 
for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150? Buyers Security" can cover 
these investments against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily causes for Great Depressions) for 
90 days from the date of purchase.3 And Citibank Lifetime Warranty" can extend the warranty for the 
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years? H But perhaps the features which offer the best 
protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit 
card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. 
(Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one’s card is stolen, or perhaps 
lost, The Lost Waller Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So never panic. As we 
all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837,1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a market. 
But with 24-hour Customer Service, there’s no reason for it. A question about your account is only an 
800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else 
again.) H Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only be a boost. 
You’re investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic 
Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in today’s—how 
shall we say?—fickle market. U To apply, call. Students don’t need a job or a cosigner. And call 
if you’d simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here’s the 
number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19.
(1-800-248-4226). 1 The Law of Student 
Supply and Demand states, “ If a credit card 
satisfies more of a student’s unlimited wants 
and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor 
in respect to lim ited and often scarce 
resources—with the greatest supply of services 
and savings possible—then students will demand
said credit card.” So, demand away—call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
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M onarch Notes® Version:
The Citibank Classic Visa card will
o
be there for you with no annual fee, 
a low rate and special student discounts 
... so your own economy will be more 
like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800- 
C ITIB A N K , ext. 19 (1-800-248-4226).
| Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by 1SE Flights only. 
:The Annual Percentage Rale for purchases is 154% as of 12/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If 
a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the 
amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. 
Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 
‘Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy vanes by product 
and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 
Monarch Notes® are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission 
of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. Member FDIC
